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CCChhhaaapppttteeerrr   –––   444   
Animation in Scratch 

  

Something to Know 
  
A. Fill in the blanks. 
 

 1. The undelete option attaches the last deleted programming block to the Cursor. 
 2. The Operator button does not contain any Stack blocks. 
 3. The variables button is used to store numbers and strings. 
 4. Strings are made of letters, words or other characters. 
 5. There are six shapes of programming blocks. 

  

B. Match the following. 
 

 1. Motion Button    (a) sprite becomes a writing instrument. 
 2. Looks Button    (b) sprite moves and turns. 
 3. Sensing Button    (c) sprite’s costume is changed. 
 4. Pen Button    (d) sprite follows the defined condition. 
 5. Control Button    (e) sprite senses the mouse and the keyboard. 

  

Ans.  

 1. Motion Button    (b) sprite moves and turns.  
 2. Looks Button    (c) sprite’s costume is changed. 
 3. Sensing Button    (e) sprite senses the mouse and the keyboard. 
 4. Pen Button    (a) sprite becomes a writing instrument.  
 5. Control Button    (d) sprite follows the defined condition. 

  

C. Give a single term for the following statements. 
 

    1. A block that starts every script.        _____________ 
    2. A block that holds numbers and strings.       _____________ 
    3. A block that loops the other blocks.       _____________ 
    4. A block that stops the scripts.        _____________ 
    5. A block that is the condition block.       _____________ 
  

Ans. 1. A block that starts every script.       Hat Block 
     2. A block that holds numbers and strings.      Reporter Block 
     3. A block that loops the other blocks.      C Block 
     4. A block that stops the scripts.       Cap Block 
     5. A block that is the condition block.      Boolean Block 
  

D. Answer the following questions in brief. 
  

1. How many buttons are there in the Button Screen? Name them. 
Ans. There are eight buttons in the Button Screen. These are: Motion, Control, Looks, Sensing, Sound, Operators, 

Pen and Variables. 
  

2. Differentiate between Repeat and Forever programming blocks. 

   Ans. Repeat Programming Block is used to executes the programming blocks inside the repeat block for a defined 

number of times while Forever programming block is used to executes the programming blocks inside the 
forever block over and over.

 

3. Write the types of the sound files that the scratch can read. 
Ans. The scratch can read the MP3 files and uncompressed WAV, AIF and AU files of sound. 

  

4. Name the three types of programming block of the Operators button. 
Ans. The three types of programming block of the Operator button are: 

(a) Arithmetic Operators (+, -, *, /) 
(b) Relational Operators (<, >, =) 
(c) Boolean Operators (and, or, not) 

  

5. How can we identify the Loop blocks? 
Ans. We can identify the Loop blocks by its bent-up arrow at the bottom right corner. 

  

E. Answer the following questions. 
  

1. A programming block ‘turn 25 degrees’ is given in the Script Area. On double clicking the block, the sprite 
does not turn. Why? 
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   Ans. A programming block ‘turn 25 degrees’ is given in the Script Area. On double clicking the block, the sprite 
does not turn because it is most possible that the can rotate button is not active. 

 

        2. Write the steps to import a sound for a sprite. 

   Ans. The steps to import a sound for a sprite are– 
 STEP1 – Click the sprite to be given a sound. 
 STEP2 – Click the Sounds tab. The New Sound buttons appear. 
 STEP3 – Select the Import button. A library titled Import Sound appears. 
 STEP4 – Select the suitable sound from the given ones. 
 STEP5 – Click the OK button. 
 The chosen sound is listed under the new Sound. 
 

3. Differentiate among ‘and’, ‘or’ and ‘not’ operators. 
   Ans. The ‘and’ operator is used to executes the script if the defined conditions in both the Boolean blocks are true. 

The ‘or’ operator is used to executes the script if either of the defined conditions in both the Boolean blocks is 
true. While the ‘not’ operator is used to executes the script if the defined condition in the Boolean block is 
false. 

  

4. Write the function of the following programming blocks– 
(a) go to x: 122 y: 200 
(b) set sprite to 50% 
(c) if on edge, bounce 

   Ans. (a) go to x: 122 y:200 – Moves a sprite to the 122
th
 co-ordinate on x axis and 200

th
 co-ordinate on y axis on 

the stage. 
 (b) Set sprite to 50% – It reduce the selected sprite by 50% of its original size. 
 (c) if on edge, bounce – It turns a sprite in the opposite direction when it touches the edge of the Stage. 
  

5. Write the steps to make a variable. 
   Ans. Following are the steps to make a variable: 
 STEP1 – Click the Variables button. 
 STEP2 – Click the programming block Make a variable. A box asking the variable name appears. 
 STEP3 – Type the variable name. 
 STEP4 – Click the OK button. 
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